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Dinion
LTC 0455 SERIES
HIGH RESOLUTION COLOR CAMERA
ARCHITECTURAL AND ENGINEERING SPECIFICATION 
Section 13740 – Closed Circuit Video Surveillance Systems
 
PART 2 – PRODUCTS

2.01	MANUFACTURER
A. Bosch Security Systems
850 Greenfield Road
Lancaster, PA 17601
Tel. (800) 326-3270
Fax. (717) 735-6560

B.	This product shall be manufactured by a firm whose quality system is in compliance with the I.S./ISO 9001/EN 29001, QUALITY SYSTEM.

2.02 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
HIGH RESOLUTION COLOR CAMERA
A. The product specified shall be a fully automatic, color camera using advanced digital signal processing capable of producing 540 lines of horizontal resolution. Provided in this camera is a NightSense mode that extends the sensitivity by a factor of 3 when in monochrome operation. This camera is designed for surveillance and industrial applications requiring a compact, rugged, 1/3-inch CCD camera. These cameras are offered in PAL and NTSC versions.
 
B. The camera specified shall use a 1/3-inch format, interline transfer, CCD image sensor.

C. The camera specified shall allow remote control and setup via Bosch Bilinx bi-directional, coaxial communication capability embedded in the video signal that allows change of camera settings, status checks, and firmware updates to be made from virtually anywhere along the video cable. The Bilinx communication shall use the standard coaxial video cable to transmit alarm and status messages. An optional USB adapter and the software required for remote control and setup using Bilinx communication shall be available from the camera manufacturer.

D. The camera shall provide an On-Screen Display (OSD) for access to all camera features. 

E. This camera shall produce 540 lines of horizontal picture resolution.

F. In addition to the normal color mode of operation, the camera shall provide a monochrome night mode operation utilizing NightSense technology that automatically activates under low light conditions.   When in the night mode of operation the sensitivity of the camera shall be enhanced by a factor of 3. 

G. The camera shall accept fixed iris lenses, manual iris lenses, DC auto-iris lenses, and video-iris lenses. For ease of installation, the camera shall auto detect the type of lens used and optimize performance accordingly.

H. The camera shall provide a lens wizard during lens back focus setup to allow focusing at maximum lens opening to ensure the object of interest within the field of view always remains in focus.

I. The camera shall provide through-the-lens automatic tracking white balance.

J. The camera shall provide an automatic black level feature to enhance the contrast by removing veiling glare from the picture. 

K. The camera shall provide selectable on/off backlight compensation.

L. The camera shall provide selectable auto/flicker less/off electronic shutter control.

2.03 ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS
A. When powered via 24 VAC, 120 VAC or 220 VAC, 50 or 60Hz, the camera shall be synchronized to the power line zero crossing to ensure roll-free vertical interval video switching and recording. The vertical phase delay shall be adjustable from 0 to 358 degrees.

B. Video output:  Composite video 1.0 Vpp, 75 ohms. 

C. Sensitivity (scene illumination) using f/1.2 lens, 89% scene reflectance: 
1) Color mode:
Usable picture 
30 IRE: 0.30 lx (0.03 fc)  
50 IRE: 0.65 lx (0.07 fc)    
Full video picture: 2.6 lx (0.26 fc)

2) Night mode:
Usable picture
30 IRE:  0.12 lx (0.012 fc); 
50 IRE: 0.26 lx (0.026 fc)    
Full video picture: 1.04 lx (0.104 fc)

D. Rated Voltage and Range:
1) NTSC models:
12 VDC (10.8-39 VDC)
24 VAC, 60 Hz (12-28 VAC, 45-65 Hz)
120 VAC, 60 Hz (85-265 VAC, 45-65 Hz)

2) PAL models: 
12 VDC (10.8-39 VDC)
24 VAC, 50 Hz (12-28 VAC, 45-65 Hz)
230 VAC, 50 Hz (85-265 VAC, 45-65 Hz)

E. Power consumption: 4 watts (without lens)
F. Signal-to-noise ratio: 50 dB.
G. AGC: 21 dB, (max). 

2.04 MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
A. Video Output: BNC
B. Video/DC-Iris connector: 4-pin EIA-J
C. Camera Mount: 1/4 inch-20, top and bottom.
D. Lens mount: C and CS 
E. Weight: 0.99 lb (0.45 kg
F. Dimensions (less lens/including connectors): 
2.28 H x 2.6 W x 4.8 L inch (58 x 66 122 mm) 

G. Power connections:
1) 12 VDC and 24 VAC, 50 and 60 Hz models:  Push type connectors.
2) 120 VAC, 60 Hz models:  2-wire power cord with polarized plug
3) 230 VAC, 50 Hz models:  2-wire power cord with Euro plug

2.05 ENVIRONMENTAL SPECIFICATIONS
A. Operating Temperature Range: -4 ºF to +122 ºF (-20 ºC to +50 ºC) 
B. Operating humidity: 5% to 93% non-condensing
 
2.06 Electromagnetic Compatibility:
A. EMC immunity: EN50130-4
B. EMC emission: EN505022 class B, FCC, class B part 15

2.07 Safety:
A. PAL models: EN60065
B. NTSC models:  UL6500



The product specified shall be the Model LTC 0455 Series Color Camera manufactured by Bosch Security Systems. 
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